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Most esteemed President, fellow delegates,
The ancient nation of India has seen many things in her history including war. Among them, the First
and the Second Indo-Pakistan War, Sino-Indian War, Wijay Diwas and the Kargil War. We have had our fair
share of growing pains as a fledgling post-colonial state.
Nevertheless, we also recognized that the only way forward is through peace, not conflict. After
terrorist attacks, and the invasion of our sovereign territory, we have seeked peace and not war. Through
our experiences, we have learned that to achieve peace, we must first build confidence in one another.
The world has been transforming into a many unstable and challenging place. Inflation has been
rising while income has been stagnant. Climate change is growing into a bigger issue with our neighbor
state, Pakistan has recently suffered from a devastating flood. Many farmlands are rendered unusable. If we
continue to pollute the earth, by the end of the century, 19% of the world will be uninhabitable, displacing a
third of the world population.
The world population is concentrated near coastal regions. Historically, this is because of trade and
farming, which is what most states depended on, being possible near water. This accentuates how bigger
of a problem the status of the ice caps are. If the melting continues, much of man’s cities shall be rendered
uninhabitable. This coupled with the water crisis and global warming, will completely collapse the stability of
the nations of humanity.
The former American president Abraham Lincoln once said; ‘A house divided against itself cannot
stand’. As opposing ideologies fight with each other, many of the common peoples’ problems are ignored.
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Our main objective as the United Nations should be to unite all nations under one house peacefully to be
more efficient and effective in combating modern problems. Its objective should be to remove hostility
between states and merge them under an inclusive establishment.
As wars and skirmishes riddle the world, as conflicts end and conflicts start, we, As members of the
United Nations, have an obligation to the earth and its inhabitants to secure and stabilize the conflicts that
have concluded and to conclude the ones who have started.
As the delegation of the Republic of India, we wish to help the member states through reduction in
arms trade, stabilization of states, combating radicalism, humanitarian aid and much much more.
Honorable President, fellow delegates, thank you very much.
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